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Torch – Heuristic Evaluation 

 

1. Good: Map feature is very helpful in giving spatial 
dimension. (Match the real world & Recognition, not recall) 

 

2. Minor: Not totally clear that the tours are including 
landmarks, not at landmarks. (Help & documentation)  

 

3. Major: Street view images of landmark often block name of 
landmark. Unhelpful if landmark is unfamiliar. (User control 
& Freedom) 
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4. Major: Street view images of landmark often overlap each 
other. (Error prevention) 

 

5. Major: List View’s functionality is unclear. My assumption is 
that it’ll show all the landmarks in view, not all the ones 
that have been selected. (Help & Documentation) 

 

6. Major: Can’t add new landmarks from List View. (User 
control & freedom) 
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7. Minor: Search feature doesn’t select the landmark. 
(Flexibility & Efficiency) 

 

8. Major: Search feature centers the map on the landmark, 
regardless of the zoom setting on the map. (Error 
prevention) 

 

9. Cosmetic: When a tour is selected, the layout and 
highlighting makes it appear like clicking on a landmark will 
show more information or do something. (Consistency & 
standards) 
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10. Major: When a tour is in progress, landmarks are not 
labeled with what number they are in the tour. (Flexibility & 
Efficiency) 

 

11. Cosmetic: The tour line could indicate which direction along 
the line the tour is intended to go. (Help & documentation) 

 

12. Minor: In tour view, selecting landmarks in the list doesn’t 
center the landmark on the map, even though it seems to 
be expected behavior. (Consistency & standards) 
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13. Major: The landmark pictures in the list and on the map are 
not the same. (Consistency & standards) 

 

14. Major: Reordering the tour in create tour is a non-obvious 
feature, and limiting it only to the left side makes it difficult 
to use. (Help & documentation) 

 

15. Minor: Landmarks can’t be removed from the list. 
(Flexibility & Efficiency) 

 


